
                     ‘CONTENT HERE.’ 

A 45 minute text based performance working side by side with dreamy movement and an evocative soundscape, 
performed and created by artist Althea Young.  

Performed on the 3rd of March 2021 in the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland’s New Anthenaeum Theatre in Scotland, 
this performance blurs the lines between reality and surreality, as absence and presence overlap, and objects 
become the real performers. Young explores humanity through the lens of the non-human, experimenting with the 
atmosphere generated in the relationship between people, objects, sound and light by redistributing the 
conventional aspects of performance making.      

‘Content Here.’ is a sort of anti-puppet show that grapples to fill what is hollow and grieve what was always lifeless, 
this performance attempts to make room for new ways of measuring what makes our lives meaningful, letting go of 
and paying homage to the things we've made and the reasons we made them.  

Playing with the themes of existence, grief and presence, ‘Content Here’ pushes us to think on our emotional 
connection to objects, atmospheres and non-beings and how that can help us explore our own existence. 

About the artist- Althea Young is a Glasgow based performer. Crafting an emotional atmosphere as an entry point 
for critical reflection, her work explores intimacy, loneliness and impossibility through material and technological 
mediums. She aims to connect her with audiences in contexts where connection seems impossible, using accessible 
technology such as phone calls to challenge what it means to touch, be-with, and conceptualize our position in 
relation to one another in space and time. Outside of the theatre, Althea facilitates and collaborates with 
communities in medical contexts, focussing namely on dance in hospices and geriatric facilities. Her experiences in 
these communities have played a large role in her developing understanding of grappling with social isolation, grief 
and the power of intimacy.  

 Image Descriptions- 

Page 2- Handwritten variations of the sentence “this zine contains…” for example: “This zine contains an ode to the 
unspoken.”- these sentences are written in different styles, directions and formats across the page. 

Page 3- Various images of a small torch on a green background in a scrapbook/cut and paste style, arranged with 
various quotes from a full text. 

Page 4- Various images of a wooden chair on a blue background in a scrapbook/cut and paste style, arranged with 
various quotes from a full text.  

Page 5- Various images of a pink flower in a pot on a pink background in a scrapbook/cut and paste style, arranged 
with various quotes from a full text.

Page 6- Various images of a large bay window on a yellow background in a scrapbook/ cut and paste style, arranged 
with various quotes from a full text. 

Page 7- Clothes without a body falling in front of a blue background- original publicity image for ‘Content Here.’ 

Page 8- No images. Page 9- No images. Page 10- No images. Page 11- No images.

*Click anywhere you see  the words "click here" to listen for the full
experience! (Especially on pages 3,4,5, and 6)

Click HereCONTENT HERE SPOTIFY PLAYLIST->

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/16hGd59awwVgsRzfDYBAZf?si=tNWhbXWgSYi_zK1DqzZQTw
clair
Cross-Out





Click Here to Listen

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DE527eNULAgGwwOln0gTUrDT5ENTsb6T/view?usp=sharing


Click Here to Listen

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1J6SSBwKSeZB6461IUxM1TlYRswzYyBa-/view?usp=sharing


Click Here to Listen

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DK0UG4VjCnWM36XMpE6o0t4MmzXt259_/view?usp=sharing


Click Here To Listen

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FP4Ikop9mAMQC9B58FoIF83Z-7B0BwYQ/view?usp=sharing


RECREATION OF ‘CONTENT HERE.’ NECESSITIES 

Checklist- to recreate/re-enact/reimagine ‘Content Here.’, you must maintain these 
integral parts of this performance: 

• THE TEXT SHOULD DRIVE THE PERFORMANCE- KEEP IT AT THE CORE OF THE PIECE

• THE ARTIST/PERFORMER PREFERABLY SHOULD IDENITIFY AS A WOMAN/NON CIS MALE

• THE PACE OF THE PERFORMANCE- ALLOW THE TEXT TO REALLY BE HEARD

These are the only requirements. This piece could be as a play, a dance, a spoken word, a puppet show. 
Use the text and make it your own, think of your own connection to the words and themes, and 
experiment. All you really need is an artist, a few objects and a conversation.  

(Please contact the artist by email  altheayoungproductions@gmail.com for permission to recreate this 
piece.) 

mailto:altheayoungproductions@gmail.com


TEXT IN ‘CONTENT HERE.’ 

The text within ‘Content Here.’ is the driving factor within the piece. Young uses a mixture of thought-
provoking imagery, rhetorical questions and repetition to evoke emotion and reflection from the audience. 
Perhaps the most interesting part of the text is that none of it is spoken by the human performer on stage, 
but rather the two inanimate objects that share the space with the artist. This text is used to give life to the 
lifeless and a voice to those who aren’t usually listened to.  

Young states that much of the work responds to the thematics of philosophical works such as‘The Poetics 
of Space’ by Gaston Bachelard, describing it as a way to “fuel our imagination and sense of poetics”. Young 
also pointed to the podcast series “Everything is Alive” created by Ian Chillag as a source of inspiration, 
which sees Chillag in discussion with various inanimate objects. You can find the podcasts here- 
https://www.everythingisalive.com/ .    

The poignant text of ‘Content Here.’ feels relevant and important and lends itself perfectly to quotations 
and snippets as well as being cohesive and engaging as a full text.  

“Do  you  think  I’m   scared?   I  think  maybe  I’m  scared.” 

        “Everything I am will just end at the edge of myself...here   I   was   thinking   I   went  on 
forever.” 

       “I   just   feel   so   lucky   to   have          caught   even   a  single   glimpse.“ 

If you would like to access the full transcript of ‘Content Here.’ Please contact the artist through: 
altheayoungproductions@gmail.com 

Please pause your music whilst reading the next page, 

https://www.everythingisalive.com/
mailto:altheayoungproductions@gmail.com


https://docs.google.com/document/d/1VDbkg1Cki73erWciGPNmkmvPrVQQ_lB-KhzIZqlnZas/edit?usp=sharing


I am here. 

Waiting. 

In this moment. 

Ever suspended. 

Always trapped in time. 

I am contained in my flat.  

4 walls and a cynical ceiling. Spending my days writing and reading to put my mind somewhere else. 

I move here.  

I exist here.  

I inhale,  

I exhale till every part of me spills out into this room. Till every atom of air is my breath.  
I dance and dance and do a Viennese waltz with my shadow until I exhaust both of us and we head to bed. 
Then when I close my eyes I am finally able to escape my container. I am transported and every molecule 

of me gets expanded into different worlds and new colours.  

Everything I could ever want is at my fingertips and I am no longer just an outline of a human body. 

No longer a shape sitting in a box of a room. When I'm not dreaming I get lonely. Loneliness has been here 
for a while, but loneliness isn't my friend. I want to imagine this flat is my chrysalis and that through the 

time I spend here by myself I will soon emerge with new wings, but I honestly am having trouble thinking 
that with each passing second. I've expanded myself all over the flat and left my insides feeling hollow.  

The flat was empty when I moved in, but now I just feel empty. An empty, flat person. 

You may restart your music now. ‘Content Here.’ is just as much about the silence between the 
words as the words themselves. Did you take a moment to fully appreciate the quiet and the 
simplicity of the blank page? Or did you skip over it, hungry for the next piece of information and 
busyness? The following text is inspired by the gentle silences within ‘Content Here.’ and the way 
we choose to live within the silences in our own lives-   

                                       I moved in half a year ago into an empty flat 

                                                                          Now... 



This archive was created by Hope Kennedy and Claire Province, it is a testament to how much we have 
been inspired by ‘Content Here.’ and the way that the themes and issues of the performance have spoken 

to us as artists and as people. 

THE END. 

“Are you seeing what I’m seeing? Because I can’t quite describe it. I feel like I can not tell where it begins, 
or where it ends.”  




